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Abstract: The ever greater pressure of competition to which enterprises are subjected has made the process continuous improvement a crucial issue today. For this reason it should be useful to compose the business processes reusing previously modeled business process parts characterizing them according to the current market needs. This work presents an approach based on the use of Business Process Lines (BPL) to compose and characterize a business process according to different contexts reusing existing process parts. The approach has been applied to realize a BPL for the Software extraordinary maintenance. This BPL can be used to model different process variants of the Software extraordinary maintenance processes corresponding to different context profiles. The results demonstrate the approach applicability in a real case and underline that it allows to reuse and specialize the same process parts for many different contexts.

1 INTRODUCTION

Working in a highly competitive and ever changing environment, enterprises have to improve their processes continuously. It often happens that the existing business processes become inadequate due to the natural changeability and competitiveness of the business world. For this reason it’s necessary to modify the business processes to tailor them according to different context factors (objectives, technologies, industrial standards, quality programs, budget, workers, tools, cultural factors) (Lindvall, 2000). Unfortunately, changing well defined and predictable processes often results very complex. In particular it can imply high costs and risks, above all in critical environments (small companies, strict schedule, poor resources). That’s why it’s necessary to define new approaches aiming to reduce the costs and mitigate the risks in process modeling, updating and continuous improvement. This work addresses this problem proposing an approach to make business processes reusable and flexible whenever the context changes. Our idea is that the reusability can be obtained individuating a number of process parts to be reused in different operative contexts. On the other hand, we suppose that the flexibility could be improved composing and characterizing these process parts to obtain different variants of the same process for different contexts.

For this purpose it is useful:
- Characterize all the possible operative contexts where the process could be executed;
- Identify all the process variants of the business process to be used in the different operative contexts;
- Identify the common parts of the different process variants;
- Identify their variable parts;
- Determine the composition rules driving the process engineer to choice the process parts suitable for a given context and integrate them in the corresponding process variant.

We can realize all this using the concept of BPL defined in (Boffoli, 2008) that transfers to the business processes the peculiarities typical of the Software Product Lines paradigm (Clements, 2001). A BPL is a set of similar business processes sharing a common part and characterized by different variant parts. Each process of a BPL can be applied in a specific context and is modeled composing activities, inputs and outputs needed in that specific context. Besides a conceptual definition of BPL, the proposed approach is also composed by a logical and an operative model. These models drive the process engineer to quickly identify and characterize a business process according to his own needs. In this way, the approach allows to reuse process parts...
and to make flexible the processes adapting them quickly to the environment changes.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 recalls the related works; section 3 describes the BPL approach; in section 4 the BPL approach is applied in a real case; section 5 completes the paper providing some conclusive insights and final remarks and showing prospective works.

2 RELATED WORKS

In the last years many authors have addressed the issues of process flexibility and reuse (Adams, 2006), (Kim, 2007) proposing approaches to support dynamic evolution in the business processes. In (Reichert, 2005), (Pesic, 2007) the authors propose methods to realize a workflow management system supporting flexible process changing. In particular ADEPT (Reichert, 2005) provides powerful mechanisms that allows to change process models (by inserting, moving or deleting activities) during execution. On the other hand DECLARE (Pesic, 2007) uses constraints based process model languages for the development of declarative models describing loosely structured processes. Nevertheless these works regard the process flexibility at run-time and propose approaches to manage different process instances and different possible control flows inside an only one process. Our approach on the contrary aims to select different process models according to the different context characteristics. Of course the above mentioned works can be used for the workflow management systems specification. Nevertheless, dealing with processes at execution level, they can’t be used by domain experts to model business processes and define process requirements. Our idea is on the contrary to support managers (that in general are not technicians) through a repertoire of process parts at a higher abstraction level to compose a business process model for the process requirements specification.

In literature there are also approaches addressing the issue of process flexibility suggesting methods based on the adoption of Knowledge Bases (XU Ru-Zhi, 2005), (Malone, 2003). In particular in (XU Ru-Zhi, 2005) the authors propose a reuse-oriented process components framework for the reuse and retrieval of process components. It uses a facet-based process component classification scheme and XML based process description for the selection of the process component contained in a repository. Even if this approach allows the component reuse, it doesn’t offer a support to the process characterization according to the context peculiarities. Our approach on the contrary allows to model, through the BPL, the operative context and the relationships between different context profiles and the specific elements to be inserted in the process model. In this way, it allows to analyze better the contexts, the processes and the relationships among them, and to store and transfer the knowledge contained in these relationships. Finally MIT Library (Malone, 2003) is a large collection of business processes about different application domains. Here is just mentioned a context modeling but the approach isn’t operative at all.

3 THE BPL APPROACH

To describe the BPL approach we introduce a conceptual model, a logical model and an operative model. The conceptual model explains the BPL definition and its conceptual meaning. In the logical model we introduce functions useful to select, specialize and integrate existing process parts to obtain the process variant more suitable for a specified context. Basing on the logical model, the operative model is implemented by using decision tables that support the process engineer to identify the suitable process variant.

3.1 BPL Conceptual Model

A BPL is a set of similar business processes sharing a common part (commonality) and characterized by a variant part (variability) depending on the specific context where the process will be applied. So, a BPL works integrating a set of process assets, i.e. atomic reusable parts of a business process (one or more activities with their IN/OUT). In particular the commonality is a set of invariant assets and the variability is a set of variant assets selected according to a fixed context profile. Commonality and variability are then integrated in order to obtain a process variant to be applied in the fixed context. The assets integration rules are driven by their IN/OUT artefacts allowing to establish the succession of the process assets: the outputs of the previous asset are the inputs of the successive one.

When a BPL is selected the invariant assets and all the candidate variant assets are specified. The BPL is selected on the basis of the process that has to be modeled: for example if we are interested to
the process “Sell” we will use a “Sell BPL”. The invariant assets of the “Sell BPL” can be for example “Obtain Order”, “Deliver product” and “Receive Payment”. Each one of these process assets is composed by the basic activities, inputs and outputs needed for its own purpose within the “Sell” process. Afterwards, to identify a specific process variant the variant assets has to be selected among the candidate variant assets on the basis of a specific context. For example if we want to sell via electronic store the asset “Organize the web site” has to be selected. The process assets (variant or invariant) have to be then specialized on the basis of the context itself. The specialization aims to specify the behaviour of each process asset applying on it some specializing actions. In particular, an asset can be specialized adding IN/OUT artefacts to an activity, specializing an artefact, specializing an activity, adding an attribute to an artefact (size, compilation guideline, quality standards etc.), adding an attribute to an activity (required skills, tools, hardware or software resources etc.). For example if we want to sell via electronic store the activity “Receive Payment” can be specialized in “Receive online Payment”. Finally the process assets selected and specialized are integrated in the required process variant. The conceptual model activities are synthesized in Figure 1.

3.2 BPL Logical Model

To chose the suitable process variant of a BPL to be applied in a specific context profile, we need a function f associating to a specific context profile the process variant specific for the given context:

\[ f: CP \rightarrow S \]  

where

- \( CP \) is the set of all the possible context profiles. An element \( cp \in CP \) is represented as a vector of instantiated diversity factors \( DF_i \) \( i=1, \ldots, r \). Each \( DF_i \) is a factor characterizing a particular aspect of the environment and has a definition domain \( [DF_i] = \{d_{f1}, d_{f2}, \ldots, d_{fq} \} \) where each \( d_{fj} \) \( j=1,\ldots,q \) is an instance of \( DF_i \). So we can say that the set \( CP \) is: \( CP = [DF_1] \times [DF_2] \times \ldots \times [DF_r] \).
- \( S \) is the set of all the possible process variants of the considered BPL.

\[ f \] can be detailed in this way:

\[ f(cp) = \Phi(\sigma(cp, K), \sigma(cp, \chi(cp))) \quad (2) \]

If \( A \) is the set of all the process assets associated to the BPL, in (2):

- \( K = \{ia_1,ia_2,\ldots,ia_n\} \subseteq A \) is the set of invariant assets realizing the commonality;
- \( \chi: CP \rightarrow CVA=A-K \) is the function associating to each fixed \( cp \in CP \) the set of variant assets \( \{va_1,va_2,\ldots,va_m\} \subseteq CVA \) realizing the process variability according to the fixed context \( cp \).
- \( \sigma \) is the function including the assets specialization rules on the basis of the context profile \( cp \). It associates to a set of assets another set of assets specialized according to the context profile. In particular \( \sigma(cp, \{asset_1,asset_2,\ldots,asset_p\}) = \{\sigma_1(cp,asset_1), \sigma_2(cp,asset_2),\ldots,\sigma_p(cp,asset_p)\} \), where \( \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_p \) are transformations specializing respectively the assets \( asset_1, asset_2, \ldots, asset_p \) according to the context profile \( cp \).
- \( \Phi \) includes the integration rules useful to compose the commonality to the variability specialized according to the context profile \( cp \). So, \( f(cp) = \Phi(\sigma(cp, K), \sigma(cp, \chi(cp))) = \Phi(\sigma(cp, \{ia_1,ia_2,\ldots,ia_n\}), \sigma(cp, \{va_1,va_2,\ldots,va_m\})) \) where \( \sigma_1(cp,ia_1), \sigma_2(cp,ia_2),\ldots,\sigma_n(cp,ia_n) \) identifies the process variant suitable for the context profile \( cp \).

3.3 BPL Operative Model

A process variant of a BPL is obtained performing two main activities:

- Variability Selection to select, according to a specific context profile, the suitable variant assets.
- Asset Specialization to specialize each process asset basing on the fixed context profile. These activities can be driven through a decision tables system.
A decision table is a tabular representation of the decision-making task, where the state of a set of conditions implies the execution of a set of actions (Maes, 1988), (Fayyad, 1996), (Vanthienen, 1998). In general a decision table has four quadrants: conditions (Cond), conditional states (S), actions (Act) and rules (x). The table is defined so that each combination of conditions and conditional states corresponds to a set of actions to execute.

According to the variability selection and asset specialization activities, two different kinds of decision tables are proposed: the variability selection tables and the asset specialization tables.

A variability selection table implements the function $\chi$ of the logical model. It allows to select the suitable variant assets composing the variability characteristic of a specified context profile. So this kind of decision table is structured as follows (Figure 2):

- the CONDITION quadrant contains the diversity factors $DF_i=1,...,r$ driving the variant assets selection;
- the CONDITIONAL STATE quadrant contains the possible value of each diversity factor: $[DF_i]=[d_{f_{i1}}, d_{f_{i2}}, ..., d_{f_{iq}}]$;
- the ACTION quadrant contains all the candidate variant assets (EVA) that can be selected to realize the process variability;
- the RULE quadrant identifies the relationships between each context profile and the variant assets to realize the corresponding process variability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$DF_1$</th>
<th>$d_{f_{11}}$</th>
<th>$d_{f_{12}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$DF_2$</td>
<td>$d_{f_{21}}$</td>
<td>$d_{f_{22}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DF_3$</td>
<td>$d_{f_{31}}$</td>
<td>$d_{f_{32}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DF_4$</td>
<td>$d_{f_{41}}$</td>
<td>$d_{f_{42}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Variability Selection table.

An asset specialization table implements a function $\sigma_i$ of the logical model. It allows to specialize a process asset (variant or invariant) on the basis of specified context profile, executing a set of specializing actions. So this kind of decision table is structured as follows (Figure 3):

- the CONDITION quadrant contains the diversity factors $DF_i=1,...,r$ driving the asset specialization;
- the CONDITIONAL STATE quadrant contains the possible values of each diversity factor: $[DF_i]=[d_{f_{i1}}, d_{f_{i2}}, ..., d_{f_{iq}}]$;
- the ACTION quadrant contains the actions to specialize the asset according to the specified context profile;
- the RULE quadrant identifies the relationships between each context profile and the specializing actions to be applied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$DF_1$</th>
<th>$d_{f_{11}}$</th>
<th>$d_{f_{12}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$DF_2$</td>
<td>$d_{f_{21}}$</td>
<td>$d_{f_{22}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DF_3$</td>
<td>$d_{f_{31}}$</td>
<td>$d_{f_{32}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DF_4$</td>
<td>$d_{f_{41}}$</td>
<td>$d_{f_{42}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Asset Specialization table.

Finally the function $\Phi$ of the logical model allows to compose the process assets selected and specialized through the above described decision tables. The assets integration rules are driven by their IN/OUT artefacts as explained before.

4 CASE STUDY: A BPL FOR SOFTWARE EXTRAORDINARY MAINTENANCE

A Software extraordinary maintenance process is a sequence of activities aiming to identify and remove obsolete components of a software application, to increase the components maintainability and to extract knowledge for their improvement.

Over the years Software extraordinary maintenance processes have been characterized by continuous changes followed by the variable size and complexity of software products. For this reason the Software extraordinary maintenance processes represent a field of interest for the BPL application.

So, according to the proposed approach, we will formalize the Software extraordinary maintenance processes using a BPL. The proposed BPL is obtained by the literature analysis but it can be improved and changed with use.

4.1 BPL Definition

Starting from the analysis of Software the maintenance processes (Rugaber, 1994), (Rugaber, 1995), (Rugaber, 2006), we have extracted their common parts. In this way we have identified the
invariant assets realizing the BPL commonality (Table 1).

Table 1: Invariant assets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ia1</th>
<th>Inventory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ia2</td>
<td>Data Classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ia3</td>
<td>Data Reconstruction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Afterwards to define the variability selection table we have modeled the context defining a number of diversity factors and for each factor all the possible values. The identified diversity factors are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Software extraordinary maintenance diversity factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diversity Factors</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Documentation State</td>
<td>Updated, Obsolete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Readability</td>
<td>Good, Not Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Naming</td>
<td>Good, Not Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Cost</td>
<td>Low, High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Complexity</td>
<td>McCabe&gt;7, McCabe&lt;=7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead Data</td>
<td>Present, Not Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead Instructions</td>
<td>Present, Not Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># KNOTS</td>
<td>&gt;3, &lt;=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Hiding</td>
<td>Yes, No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Banker</td>
<td>Yes, No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Performance</td>
<td>Required, Not Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In vivo</td>
<td>Y, N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kind of Database Redesign</td>
<td>Structure, Type, Structure and Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The asset specialization table (Figure 6) encloses the rules to associate to each context profile, the actions to be executed to specialize the behaviour of the considered asset.

According to the context profile cp* considered before (column 12), we need to add List of Control Rules and List of Conversion Rules as inputs of Data Migration activity and to require a Domain Expert as skill for the activity execution (Figure 7).

4.2 BPL Application

The obtained BPL can be used to model some variants of the Software extraordinary maintenance process.

According to the context profile cp* considered before (column 12) we have obtained the process variant represented in Figure 8. The process includes the BPL commonality and the variant assets identified on the basis of the context profile cp* using the variability selection table. Each asset is specialized with the related asset specialization tables before being integrated in the process variant.

4.3 Discussion

In table 5 some synthesis data for the considered case study are reported. In the defined BPL the commonality is composed by 3 invariant assets and there are 11 candidate variant assets. For each asset there are on average 7.3 specializing actions. The BPL manages 12288 different contexts. Each asset is
reused on average 6353.4 times in the different contexts. On the one hand, these data show that each variant asset is reused many times. It gives a measure of the capacity of the proposed approach to reuse the same assets in different contexts. On the other hand, the flexibility is assured by the large number of specialization actions related to each considered assets. So starting from 14 assets and their specializations, the proposed approach allows to consider 12288 different contexts.

Moreover the BPL approach gives other effective advantages:

- a BPL reduces the engineering effort to model and modify a business process: modeling a little number of assets, it allows to obtain many process variants suitable to different specific contexts;
- a BPL increases the total number of business processes that can be effectively modeled and managed allowing to consider all the possible context profiles;
- a BPL increases process quality and reduces risk in process execution. In fact the consistency of the business processes extracted from a BPL is assured by the consistency of the decision tables system implementing it. Moreover the reusable process parts used to obtain the process variants are already validated in other similar contexts.

Moreover the BPL can be easily maintained and continuously improved. The decision tables system can easily evolve when new experiences are acquired. For example in the proposed case study it is possible, on the basis of user feedbacks add new conditions or new actions to the decision tables;

Table 5: Synthesis data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialization Actions for each asset</th>
<th>Variant Assets</th>
<th>Invariant Assets</th>
<th>Context Variant</th>
<th>#Reuse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7,3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12288</td>
<td>6353.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 CONCLUSIONS

The work proposes an approach to manage business process reuse and flexibility based on the use of BPL. The approach has been applied in a real case defining a Software extraordinary maintenance BPL. The BPL is obtained by a Software extraordinary maintenance literature analysis. It supports and facilitates the reuse and the specialization of a set of identified assets in different contexts. In particular the composition of 14 assets allows to identify different process variants suitable for 12288 different contexts. Moreover the conditions and consequently the context profiles could be increased or improved with use. The BPL gradual increasing and changing allow to adequate the BPL to new market needs. These results prove that the BPL approach reduces the effort to model, update and continuously improve the business processes, making them flexible to the context changes. Moreover reusing processes parts already applied and improving continuously the decision tables reduce the risk of errors and increase the processes quality.

As future works, we will conduct empirical investigations to generalize the obtained results, to improve the proposed model and to confirm it.
empirically. In particular we would use the business processes placed at disposal by (Malone, 2003) to define and apply a certain number of BPL. That’s why we are interested to share our research experience with other researchers.
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